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Course Description:
Understanding the emergence and functioning of social networks is a major challenge for the
social sciences, as well as for the policy-makers. Their importance and visibility have
tremendously increased with the dawn of the Internet and online social media.
Studying social networks involves a variety of social science disciplines including sociology,
economics, political science, psychology and anthropology. Network science has solid
mathematical foundations upon which large-scale empirical research can be built. The course
introduces these mathematical basics in a user-friendly way accessible for social science
students.
The course is gives a solid understanding on the network basics, in parallel with demonstrating
their use in real-world examples and applications. How do different effects – like contagious
diseases, hypes, gossips, opinions – spread on networks? How do we close ourselves into
‘information bubbles’, and with which methods can fresh information penetrate these
bubbles? Which kind of network positions give extra power for the incumbents and which
network nodes are peripheral in importance?
The seminar activities fall into two types. In one, crucial theoretical basics are communicated,
followed by the joint discussion of pertaining examples and applications. This is
complemented with classes, in which (groups of) students present network papers assigned to
them by the tutor. The presentations are followed be the tutor’s update, with related theoretical
findings and applications, which the participants jointly discuss.
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